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QUESTION 1

The Support Manager at Universal Containers is getting inaccurate agent performance reports. After researching the
data, the Salesforce Administrator has identified hundreds of cases that are closed, but still owned by a queue. Which
two solutions should a Consultant recommend to correct this problem? Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a case assignment rule to ensure cases are owned by a user when closed. 

B. Use a data tool to update the owner field on closed cases. 

C. Create a Process Builder and Flow to change the owner on closed cases. 

D. Create a case validation rule to ensure cases are owned by a user when closed. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) has hired a consulting firm to implement its new Service Cloud platform and 

requires quick iterations and a speedy project completion. UC has requested frequently project updates for 

check-ins and refinement. 

Which methodology should the Consultant recommend given the requirements? 

A. Force.com IDE 

B. Agile 

C. Kanban 

D. Waterfall 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which feature should a Consultant configure to allow global Service Reps to call customers from within the Lightning
Service Console? 

A. Open CTI 

B. Macros 

C. Local Presence 

D. Lightning Dialer 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following utilize the "Automated Case User" (Choose 3 answers): 

A. When a case is automatically assigned using assignment rules this user is listed in the case history 

B. When an email notification is triggered via workflow this user is listed in the case history 

C. When a case is escalated this user is listed in the case history 

D. When a case is created via Web-To-Case this user is listed in the case history 

E. When a case is created via Email-To-Case this user is assigned as the case owner 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers wants to provide its resellers a secure portal where they can manage their customer 

accounts, submit and track the status of their cases, and view reports and dashboards. 

Which solution should a consultant recommend? 

A. Employee Community 

B. Partner Community 

C. Reseller Community 

D. Customer Community 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

To manage the publishing lifecycle for articles in Salesforce Knowledge, the contact center director wants to provide
article with various publishing capabilities. What configuration should be recommended to meet this objective? 

A. Assign article managers to public groups and specific article actions to each group. 

B. Assign article managers to publication teams and specific article actions to each team. 

C. Assign article managers to public groups and specific publication states to each group. 

D. Assign article managers to publication teams and specific publication states to each team. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

In the telesales contact center, Universal Containers has three-step and five-step order process, contingent on the type
of product solD. Which approach should be used to optimize the order process? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use Visualforce to create a wizard for each process 

B. Organize the fields on the page layout to match each process 

C. Use Visual Workflow to streamline the process 

D. Create a custom object for each step in the process 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

What are two basic concepts of Knowledge-Centered Support (KCS)? Choose 2 answers 

A. Evolving content-based product lifecycles 

B. Creating content as a result of solving issues 

C. Rewarding learning, collaboration, sharing and improving. 

D. Developing a knowledge base on the experience of an individual 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers wants to ensure the contracted service level requirements for its clients are being met. What
should be configured to meet this requirement? 

A. Entitlement processes, milestones, milestone actions, and entitlements 

B. Entitlement processes, contracts, contract line Items, and entitlements 

C. Entitlement processes, contract line items, milestones, and entitlements 

D. Entitlement processes, contracts, milestones, and milestone actions 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A contact center agent wants to leverage subject matter experts (SMEs) on Chatter to resolve a complex issue for a
customer. What is the recommended solution to increase the involvement of SMEs and track the case to completion in
Chatter? 

A. Follow the SMEs to receive automatic updates when they add case comments 
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B. Bookmark all the comments related to the issue from SMEs 

C. Use hashtag (#) to track the customer case and SMEs comments 

D. @mention the SMEs on the case Chatter feed and follow the case 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers requires that a case is logged for every incoming support call. Each case could require an
associated Return Materials Authorization (RMA) and/or Field Service Request (FSR). The original case CANNOT be
closed until all RMAs and FSRs are closeD. Universal Containers is considering whether RMAs and FSRs should be
stored on a child case or on a related custom object. What should Universal Containers consider when designing the
solution? Choose 3 answers 

A. Average incoming case volume 

B. Relationship to the primary contact 

C. Case closure rules on the original case 

D. RMA and FSR escalation requirements 

E. Visibility and access to the RMA and FSR records 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three processes are uses case for Visual Workflow? Choose 3 answers 

A. Cross-sell promotions for agents 

B. Decision-based troubleshooting for agents 

C. Assignment of email to a case queue based on subject 

D. Caller verification and creation of a new case 

E. Field validation during case creation 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 13

You\\'re working on a sales presentation for your customer - universal paper, you might want to add the topic #universal
paper in your status update. What does the hashtag do? 

A. Returns a link that returns a post with the same reference 
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B. Tag another chatter user 

C. Deletes posts 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Universal Containers assigns its contact center agents to certain interaction channels and would like to 

optimize the agents\\' desktop based on their assigned interaction channels. 

What is the best solution? 

A. Create multiple agent console applications and configure the Iayout based on the user\\'s requirements. 

B. Create multiple Salesforce Console for Service applications and configure them based on user\\'s requirements. 

C. Create case page layouts for each interaction channel and assign them to different agent profiles. 

D. Create a Salesforce Console for Service layout and allow the agents to drag and drop the components they need. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A Contact Center Manager is implementing a new customer care program and wants to specifically measure customer
loyalty. Which three measures satisfy this requirement? Choose 3 answers 

A. customer satisfaction Survey 

B. Customer Purchase History 

C. Customer Support Requests 

D. Net promoter Score 

E. Service Level Agreement 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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